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INTRODUCTION 
Denote by p, a prime number; by q, a power of p; by K, an algebraic 
closure of the finite field IF, with p elements; and by F,, the finite subfield of 
K with q elements containing IF,. Given a finite group r, a representation V 
of r over gg of dimension m, an injective homomorphism 0: K* + 6* and a 
symmetric polynomial function S(T, , T2 ,..., T,,,) with integer coefficients; 
Green, in computing the complex characters of GZ,(F,), was able to 
construct with that data: a complex virtual character. Later, Quillen applied 
that construction, in solving the Adams conjecture, to the case where S(T,, 
T *,..., T,) = T, + T2 + ... + T, and called the virtual complex character so 
obtained: the Brauer lifting of V and 8. We denote it br(V, 0). 
Lusztig studied these characters for the standard representations of the 
finite classical groups. For example when the group is GI,(F,) and V is 
(F,)“, its standard representation, he constructed complex G/,(lF,) represen- 
tations: Xi, 1 < i < n, such that: 
(1) br(V, 8) =X, -X, + ... + (-l)“-‘X,. Here the representations 
Xi and their characters are identified. 
(2) The Xi are irreducible if q > 2 or i > 1 and also X, is cuspidal. 
(3) dim(XJ = (q”-‘+I - 1) . . . (q”-’ - I)(q” - l)/(qi - 1). 
In this article, we want to describe such decompositions for finite 
Chevalley groups. 
The approach taken is motivated by the following observation of Deligne 
and Lusztig: let V= (K)“, they gave a decomposition of the projective space 
P(V) of V as follows: P(v) = IIlgign Ci, where Ci is the set of lines L in V 
* This work was done while the author was at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 
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such that the smallest subspace of V defined over F, and containing L has 
dimension i over K. The Euler characteristic of Ci is equal to (--I)‘-’ 
dim(Xi). At the ICM (Vancouver, 1974), Lusztig noted this correspondence 
between this decomposition of P(v) and the decomposition of br((F,)“, 0). 
Given G, a connected reductive group and F: G + G an endomorphism of 
G such that some power Fd of F (d an integer 21) is the Frobenius 
endomorphism relative to a rational structure on G. Our first step is to 
describe a decomposition of any conjugacy class 9 of parabolic subgroups 
that will correspond to the decomposition of Brauer liftings. In their article, 
“Representations of Reductive Groups over Finite Fields,” Deligne and 
Lusztig have already decomposed the variety 9 of Bore1 subgroups. 
There is an already known decomposition of 3 as follows: 9 = II, X0, 
where the decomposition is over all orbits o of G in 9 x F9 and X0 is equal 
to (P E P[(P, FP) E o} for the orbit o. This is not quite the decomposition 
desired. For example, in the case of P(I’), this last decomposition has only 
two parts: 
and 
{L E Ip(v)IL is defined over IF4} 
{L E P( V)l L is not defined over /F4} 
Some of these parts X,, should appear in the decomposition of .Y we desired; 
they are the ones that correspond to the distinguished orbits 0 of G in 
9 X F.9 (for example, in the case of P( I’), {L E P(Y)1 L is defined over 
IFQ}). An orbit 0 of G in 9 x F9 is said to be distinguished if and only if 
for any pair (P, P’) in the orbit 0, P and P’ have a common Levi subgroup. 
Theorem 13 of Section II gives the description of the decomposition desired. 
Our second step is to describe how Brauer liftings, in the case of groups G 
of Chevalley type, decompose. Choose T* c B*, a pair of F-stable maximal 
torus and F-stable Bore1 subgroup in G. To any dominant weight x in the 
character group X(T*) of T* (the dominant weights are determined 
naturally by the pair T* c B*), we construct an element [O(x)] in the 
Grothendieck group 5%‘(G) of G that corresponds to keeping just the p-weight 
space of Mx, the irreducible representation of G with highest weight x, where 
the ,U’S preserved are all the weights in the W(T*)-orbits of x. Denote by Z 
the subset of simple reflections in W(T*) such that the subgroup W, of 
W(T*) generated by Z is the stabilizer in W(T*) of x. The decomposition of 
br( [Ok)], 19) into its irreducible components is described relative to our 
decomposition of the conjugacy class Y1 of parabolic subgroups in G 
associated to I. To each part of our decomposition of S,, we deline a 
representation of GF such that it is an irreducible component of br([Ok)], 8) 
and its dimension is plus or minus the. Euler characteristic of its 
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corresponding part. This map between the parts in our decomposition of 9, 
and the irreducible components of br( [Ok)], r3) is a bijection. This result is 
described in Theorem 22 in Section III. 
I. DISTINGUISHED COSET REPRESENTATIVES 
1. Let (IV, S) be a finite Coxeter system and P: W + W be an 
automorphism of the Coxeter system. Denote by W,: the subgroup of W 
generated by J, a subset of S. Denote by 1: W+ N: the length function 
relative to the set S of simple reflections. Define ad(w): W+ W for any 
WE Wby ad(w)(x)=w.xe w-l. 
2. Let 1, J be two subsets of S. In each left coset wW, (resp. right coset 
W, w) of W/W, (resp. of W,\W) there is a unique element w* of minimal 
length called the distinguished left coset representative abbreviated dlcr (resp. 
the distinguished right coset representative abbreviated drcr) for that coset. If 
w* is the dlcr (resp. drcr) of wW, (resp. W, w), then w* is characterized in 
that coset by the property 
Z(w, . u) = Z(w,) + l(u) (resp. Z(u - w*) = Z(U) + f(w,)) 
for all u E W, (for all u E W,). 
In each double coset W,w W, in W,\W/ W, there is a unique element of 
minimal length w* called the distinguished double coset representative 
abbreviated ddcr for that double coset and w* is characterized in that double 
coset by the property 
l(u . w*) = l(u) + Z(w,) and I(w, . v) = l(w,) + Z(v) 
for all ZJ E W, and all u E W,. 
3. For the following, we assume (W, S) is crystallographic; i.e., it is a 
Weyl group for a semisimple complex Lie algebra. With that added 
assumption, R. Kilmoyer was able to prove the following two results: 
4. THEOREM. Let I, J be subsets of S and let w* be the distinguished 
double coset representative of the double coset W, w W,. Then the stabilizer 
of w* W, in W, is equal to W,, where L={sEIl(w*)-‘.s.(w,)EJ}= 
In (w* Jw,‘). 
Proof: See [4 p. 66, Theorem 111. 
~PROPOSITION. Let I, J be subsets of S and w* be the ddcr of the 
double coset W,wW,. Let L = Jn ((we)-’ - I - w*). Denote by R: the set of 
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drcr for the right cosets in W,\ W,. Then {w* m u 1 u E R } is the set of drcr of 
the right cosets in W,\( WI wW,). Each element of WI wW, has a unique 
expression of the form v . we . u, where u E R, v E W, and also one has 
I(0 * w* * u) = l(v) + I(w*) + l(u). 
ProoJ: This is an easy consequence of [4, p. 67, Proposition 291. 
6. Given any set E and a sequence r = {xj E E 1 j > 0) we say the sequence 
r has a limit if and only if there exists an integer n E iN such that Xj = x for 
all j > n. x is called the limit of r and is denoted lim(r). 
7. Let J be a subset of S and J’, J” be subsets of J; we denote by X,,,,,,(J): 
the set of ddcr for the double cosets in W,,\W,lW,,,. We write the set 
X,,,JS) by X,fJ,,. 
8. Given J, a subset of S, we denote by T,: the set of sequences 
~={w,E WIn>,O}suchthat:ifJ,=JandJ,=J,_,n(w,_,(~J~_,)w,=‘,) 
for n > 1 then w, E XJ,,FJ. for all n > 0 and also 
W&%--l &I-, = WJ.% WFJ,-, forallna 1. 
N.B.: F is an automorphism of the Coxeter system (W, S). 
9. PROPOSITION. (1) For any z E T,, the limit of 5 exists and lim(r) is a 
drcr of a right coset in W,\W. 
(2) For any drcr w* of a right coset in W,\ W, there exists a unique 
sequence 5 E TJ such that lim(r) = w* . 
Proof. (1) First we prove that the limit of any sequence t in T, exists. 
Define inductively J:, = (WC?, . J,- r - w,- r) n FJ,-, for all n > 1. We have 
WJ,-y--l WFJ,-, = WJ,-,wn WFJ,-, for all n > 1. Using Proposition 5, we 
can write w, = v . w,-, . u,, where v E WJ,-, and u, is a drcr of one of the 
right cosets in W,jW,,.-,. Also we have l(w,) = Z(v) + Z(w,- ,) + Z(u,) for 
all n > 1. By the fnductive property of r and the definition of J,, we have 
v*wn-lWFL =wn-lWFJ_’ Theorem 4 implies that v belongs to W,“. 
Assume r(;,‘> 0 and cho”oCe a simple reflection s E J, such that I(s . V) < 
I(v). Because w, E XJ,,FJ,, we have I(s . w,) = Z(w,) + 1 for n > 1; but 
Z(s . v . w,-r . u,) is equal to I(s . v) + I(w,- ,) + [(u,) = Z(v . wnpl . u) - 1 
(absurd). So v = e the identity in W and w, = w,-~ . u, where u, is a drcr of 
one of the right cosets in W,l\W,,.-,. 
There exists NE N such “that JN = wN . JN . w;r. For all n > N, J, = JN 
and J:, = FJ,. When n > (N + l), u, above can only be e, the identity in W 
and the sequence is stable. 
Second we prove that lim(r) is a drcr of a right coset in W,\W. Above we 
have shown that w, = w,-r * u, for all n > 1, where u, is a drcr of a right 
coset in W,j\W,,nm,. l(u,. ” v) = l(u,) + l(v) for all v E WFJ,, because we 
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have I(w, + v) = I(w,) + l(v) = Z(w,-,) + I(u,) + l(v) = I(w,_,) + I(u, . v). In 
other words, u, E XJ;,FJ,(FJ+ ,) f or all n > 1. By induction, we get w, = w,, . 
Ul . 4 * ... . u, for all II > 1, where u, E XJ;,FJ,(FJmp,) for 1 < m < n. Let 
N be as above; set u0 = wO, J; = J and J- , = S. We now prove by induction 
(going down) on m that u, . u,+ , . . + e - uN is a drcr of right coset in 
WJWFJmm,* For m = n, it is obvious. Assume now u,, , . urn+? ’ ... . u,~ is 
a d?cr of a right coset in W,’ \W,, . Because u, is in X,’ pJ (FJ,-,) and 
also FJmn u;‘(J;) u, = J&+y:‘we h&e that u, . u,,, ... u”i i? a drcr of a 
right coset in W,,\W,,,-, by Proposition 5. We have lim(r) = w\. = 
UOU~ 1.. u, is a drcr $f a right coset in W,\ W by letting m = 0 above. 
(2) Let w* be a drcr of a right coset in W,\ W. First we want to define a 
sequence r in TJ such that Iim(r) = w*. We define r inductively: Let w,, be 
the unique element in X,,, such that W,w, W,, = WJwo W,, and let J, = J; 
given w,,-i in the sequence r, we define w, as the unique element in XJ,,FJ, 
such that WJ,w* WFJ, = WJ, w, WFJ,, where J, = J, _, CI (w, ~, . (FJ,,, _ ,) . 
w;!,). We must verify that WJ,w,_, WFJ,-, = WJ,w, WFJ,-, for all m > 1. 
Define J& = (w;i, . J,,-, . w,,-~)~IFJ,-,. We can write w* = w,,-i. u,, 
where u, is a drcr of a right coset in W,l\ WFJ,-, and m > 1 by 
Proposition 5. 
m 
We have WJ,w, WrJmm, = WJmw, WrJ,-, for all m > 1. But by above, we 
have WJ,w* WFJm_,= WJ,w,,-, e u, WFJm-,. It follows that r is in T,. 
Because w* = w,-, . u, and u, = e when m is large, we have lim(r) = w*. 
Second, we want to prove that the sequence r E TJ such that lim(r) = w* 
is unique. Assume we have two sequences r,, t2 in TJ such that lim(r,) = 
lim(t,) = w*. Write r, = { wz’lrn > 0}, r2 = { w:‘lrn > 0). Put Ji” = Jb2’ = J, 
J”‘=J~‘ln((~~‘,).F(J~),).(w~),)-’) for all m>l and i= 1,2. We 
kiow there are integers N, , N, such that w* = wt,’ = wht). 
WJ,, w* WFJ _ = w h, I J&l wk’l, WFJ+, = WJ,, wL’,‘- I WFJ ‘VI I _ * 
A1so wJ,,_, w* wFJ, m2 = wJN,-, wt,‘, WFJN,-2 = wJ,v,_, w:,‘-2 wFJN,m2* So 
W,w, W,, = W,wr) WFJ. In the same way, we get W,w, W,, = 
w wC2’ w J 0 FJ. so wp = wh2) and J\” = Ji2’. Put J, = J’,“. 
Using the same process, we get WJ, w* w,,, = WJ, w(I” w,,, = 
w wC2) w JI ’ FJ,. so wy = w, (2). By this process, we have that r, = r2. 1 
10. PROPOSITION. Let J be a subset of S, z = {w, 1 n > 0} be an element in 
TJ and w* be the limit of r. Denote by X: the sequence {J, 1 n > 0}, where 
J,=JandJ,=J,-, n (ad(w, _ ,) . F(J,- ,)) fir n > 1 and also by J,, .F : the 
intersection fli,, (ad(w,) . F)’ (J). 
Then the limit of the sequence Y exists and we have lim(4) = Jw,.F. 
Proof. The limit of Y exists because Y is a decreasing sequence of 
finite subsets in S. There is an integer N such that J, = JN and w, = w* for 
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all n > N. JN+ , = J,,,, implies .ZN = ad(w,) e F(J,). So one side of the inclusion 
is easy. 
Assume now that there is s EJ,,., such that s 4 JN. There exists an 
integer m such that 0 Q m < N, s E J,,, and s & J,,,+ , . We can also assume m 
is the smallest integer such that there is s E J,,, n Jw,.F and s 6$ J,, , . 
Consider si E W defined by ad(w,) . F(s,) = s. s, E Jw,.F and s, 6&J,,,. By 
our assumption on m, s1 E J,,, . 
As in the previous proposition, we can write w* = w, . u,, , , where w, is 
a ddcr of a double coset in W,,\ W/ WFJ, and u,+ , is a drcr of a right coset 
in W,;+,\W~~,~ JL 1 = (ad(w; ‘)(J,)) n FJ,. 
So we have w;’ . s. w, = u,+,F(sJ u;:i E WFJ,. Also 1 + Z(w,) = 
l(s ’ w,) = l(w, * u,+ * F(s,) u;:,) = Z(w,) + l(u,+ i m F(s,) . u;: i) because 
wnl E q&l,’ In other word u,+ ,F(s,) u;: i is a simple reflection F(s,), 
where s2 E J,. This implies that s E ad(w,) . F(J,); a contradiction. So the 
other inclusion is verified. 
II. DECOMPOSITION OF CONJUGACY CLASSES OF PARABOLIC SUBGROUP 
1. In what follows, we will use the notation of Springer [ 11. Choose B*, an 
F-stable Bore1 subgroup of G and T*, an F-stable maximal torus of G 
contained in B*. There exists such a pair. Denote by @: the set @(T*, G) of 
roots of T*, by @ + : the set )(T, B*) of positive roots and by A: the basis of 
@ determined by the partial order a > /I iff a - p E @ ‘. Any root r can be 
written uniquely r = Caed m,(r) a, where the m,‘s are either all positive or 
all negative integers. Denote by W: the Weyl group W,(T*) of T* and by 
S: the set of simple reflections in W as determined naturally by the pair 
(T*, B*). If we denote by 1: W+ N the length function on W relative to S, 
then there is a natural action of W on @ given by w(r)(t) = r(w-’ . t . w) 
such that I(w) = #{r E @+ 1 w(r) 6? @+ }. There is a natural bijection between 
A and S given by a+ s,, where s, is the only simple reflection in S such 
that s,(a) & @ +. 
2. For any parabolic subgroup P containing B*, there exists a unique 
subset A, of A such that any root r = CaPd m,(r) a belongs to $(T*, P) iff 
m,(r) > 0 for all a E A,. 
Define the type of P in this case to be A -A,. There exists a bijection 
between the set of parabolic subgroups of G containing B* and the set of 
subsets of A given by P + type of P. 
3. For any subset Z of A, denote by P,: the unique parabolic subgroup of 
G containing B* and of type 1. Denote by L,: the unique Levi subgroup of P, 
containing T*. Denote by Y1: the conjugacy class of parabolic subgroups 
conjugate to PI. There is a bijection between the set of subsets of A and the 
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set of conjugacy classes of parabolic subgroups given by Z-t Y1. Denote by 
W,: the subgroup of W generated by the set of simple reflections {s, ]a E Z}. 
4. Denote by R,(P): the unipotent radical of the parabolic subgroup P. 
5. G acts by conjugation on any conjugacy class 9 of parabolic 
subgroups. Let Y”, .P’ be two conjugacy classes of parabolic subgroups, G 
acts on 9 x .Y’ by the formula g. (P, P’) = (gPg-‘, gP’g-‘) for any 
g E G, P E .P and P’ E .P’. Denote the set of orbits of that last action of G 
on 9 x .Y’ by G](S x Y’). 
We modified slightly a definition of Lusztig [9, Definition 5.11. An orbit 0 
of G in (Y x ~7’) is distinguished if and only if for any pair (P, P’) E 0, P 
and P’ have a common Levi subgroup. In such a case, we say P and P’ are 
in good position. 
6. Given two subsets Z, .Z in A, we define X,,, = {w E WI w(@J+) and 
w-I(@:) are contained in @+ } X;,J = (w E WI w(@,‘) = @f }, where @,, GJ 
are respectively the set of roots in @ that are linear combination, with integer 
coefficients, of roots in Z and J, c?P: = @I CI @ + , @J’ = cD~ f~ CD +. 
X,,, is the set of ddcr of the double cosets in W,\W/W,. 
7. LEMMA. Given I, J two subsets of A, then: 
(1) there is a bijection: X,,J+ G/(9, x YJ) which maps any w E XI,, 
to the orbit O(w; I, J): the G-orbit in TI x YJ that contains the pair (P,, 
@PJti-‘); ti is a representative of w in N,(T*); 
(2) by restricting the above bijection to X;,J, we get a bijection: X;,J -+ 
{distinguished G-orbits in $ x pJ}. 
Proof. (1) It follows easily from the fact that X,,, is the set of ddcr of the 
double cosets in WI\ W/ W, and the Bruhat lemma. 
(2) We know that L, = Z,(T,), L,= Z,(T,), respectively, the 
centralizers of the tori T, = (n,,, ker(a))’ and T, = (n,,, ker(a))‘, where 
( )” means the connected component of the identity. 
If WEX;,J, then we have L, = + . L, . ti-‘. It is enough to prove that 
CL,, ker(a) = N’l,,, kerCP)> ++ I. Let t E T* be such that /3(t) = 1 for all 
,Z3EJ; then we have a(titti-‘) = w-’ . a(t) = 1 for all a E Z because 
W -‘.aE@f; in other words, +(n,,, ker@)) +-’ is contained in nnc, 
ker(a). In the same way, we get the other inclusion. L, = ti(L,) 14-l is a 
common Levi subgroup of the parabolic subgroups P, and tiPJtii,-‘. So for 
w E Jq,J, the orbit O(w; I, J) is distinguished and the restriction of the map 
in (1) to X;,J is well defined. It is obviously injective. So we have to prove 
that it is surjective. 
Let 0 be a distinguished G-orbit in S, x YJ. There exists a pair 
(P,, P) E 0, where P, and P have a common Levi subgroup L. Conjugating 
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by an element p E PI such that pLp-’ = L,. So there exists a pair 
(PI, P) E 0 such that PI and P have the Levi subgroup L, in common. There 
exists g E G such that P = gP, g-l. This implies that g-IL, g and L, are 
both Levi subgroups of PJ. There is an element p’ E P, such that (g . p’)- ’ 
L,( g . p’) = L,. So we can say there exists a pair (PI, P) E 0 such that 
P=gPJg-‘, L,=gL,g-’ for some g E G. Both maximal tori T*, 
g(T*)g-’ are contained in L,. We can find h EL, such that (h . g)(T*) 
(h-g))‘=T*. So there exists a pair (Pr,P)EO, where P=g.P,.g-‘. 
L, = gL, g- ’ and g(T*) g-’ = T* for some g E G. We can assume g = ti for 
some w E W. We can also assume that w E X1,J, otherwise we can find w’, 
u, v, where w’ E XI,J, u E W,, v E W, w = UW’V and from this, we could 
find a pair (PJ, P) E 0 such that P = (w’)(PJ)(w’)-‘, (14’) L,(w’)-’ = L, 
and w’ E X1,,. 
Because w(@f), w-‘(@J:) are both contained in Qi+ and the fact that 
I+(L,) !-4-l = L,, we get w(@f ) = @:. In other words, the map: 
X;,J+ {distinguished G-orbits in 9, x YJ} sending w -+ O(w; Z,.Z) is a 
bijection. 
8. PROPOSITION. Let P, P’ be two parabolic subgroups of G and let 
Q = (Pn P’) R,,(P). Then Q is a parabolic subgroup contained in P. 
Proof. See [ 1, p. 86,4.4]. 
9. LEMMA. Let P be a parabolic subgroup in the conjugacy class 9 of 
parabolic subgroups, 0 be the orbit of G in 9 x F9 that contains the pair 
(P, FP), Q = (P n FP) R,,(P) be a parabolic subgroup in the conjugacy class 
9’ of parabolic subgroups, and 0’ be the orbit of G in Yp’ x F9’ that 
contains the pair (Q, FQ). Zf Q’ is a parabolic subgroup in 9 such that (Q’, 
FQ’) E O’, then there exists a unique parabolic subgroup P’ in 9 such that 
the pair (P’, FP’) E 0 and Q’ = (P’ n FP’) . R,(P’). 
Proof: First we prove the existence of P’. Because (Q’, FQ’) E 0’ there 
exists agEGsuchthatQ’=g.Q.g-‘andFQ’=g(FQ)g-’sowehave 
that F(g) . (FQ) . F(g)-’ =gFQg-‘. This implies that F(g) = g . F(p), 
where pE Q. Put P’ =gpg-1, then FP’=F(g).F(P).F(g)-‘= 
(g . F(p)) F(P)( g . F(p))-’ = gF(P) g-‘. So (P’, FP’) E 0 and it is easy to 
verify that (P’ fl FP’) R,(P’) = Q’. 
There is at most one, otherwise choose a Bore1 subgroup in Q’, it would 
be contained in two different parabolic subgroups of 9. 
10. LEMMA. Let Z, J be two subsets of A. Let w E XI*, and O(w; I, J) be 
the orbit of G in 9, x YJ that corresponds to w (under the bijection of 
Lemma 7). Let w: (9, x 9,) -+ ULCd YL be defined by v/(P, P’) = 
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(PnP’)R,(P) for all pair (P, P’) E (9, X .YJ). Then w(O(w; I, J)) is a 
conjugacy class of parabolic subgroups in G and we have also 
v(O(w; I,J>> = *zf,,(J, * 
ProoJ The first part of the lemma is easy to verify. For the second part 
it is enough to study the type of the parabolic subgroup 
Q=(P,f-I(ti,.P,*C ‘)) RJP,). Denote by 17,: the one-parameter subgroup 
of R,(B*) which is normalized by T* according to a E @+. The maximal 
torus T* is contained in Q. The U, such that a E @ ’ and w- ‘(a) E @ + are 
contained in (PI f7 (+PJ$‘)); the U, such that a E @+ and w-‘(a) @ @’ 
are contained in R,(P,). From this, we get that B* is contained in Q. 
Q determines a subset A, of A as follows: r E #(T*, Q) iff when we write 
r = Caed m,(r) a, where the m,‘s are either all positive or all negative 
integers, we have m,(r) > 0 for all a E A,. We have to prove that 
A, = A - (Zn w(J)). 
First we prove that m,(r) > 0 for all a E A - (Z n w(J)) and r E $(T*, Q) 
where the m,‘s are defined above. Assume the contrary, i.e., given 
a E A - (In w(J)) and a root r E $(T*, Q) such that m,(r) < 0. Because 
$(T*, Q) = #CT*, P,), a @ (A -I). So a E Z - (In w(J)). $(T*, Q) = 
($(T*, P,) n $(T*, tiPJti-I)) U $(T*, R,(P,)) implies that r E $(T*, P,) fI 
$(T*, +PJS’), because m,(r) < 0, we have r & @’ and 
$(T*, R,(P,)) c @ +. 
So there exists a root r in #(T*, PI) such that m,(r) < 0 and 
r E #(T*, 6PJS1). Write r = m,(r) a + Co m,(r)/3, where the sum ,& is 
over the set of /3 E A - {a}. Because m,(r) < 0, all the m,(r) that appear in 
the sum are non-positive. r E #(T*, PI) implies that ms(r) = 0 unless p E 1. 
In other words, r = m,(r) a + Csm,(r) /I, where the sum Co is over the set 
of /3EZ- {a}. By applying w-i to both sides of this last equation, we get 
w-‘(r) = m,(r) w-‘(a) + Co mD(r) w-‘(/?), where we sum over the set of 
PEZ- {a}. 
Because w-‘(@:) c @+, we can write w-‘(a) as C,my(wp’(a)) y where 
the sum is over the set of y in A and the m;s are non-negative. There exists at 
least one y’ E A -.Z such that m,,(w-‘(a)) > 0; otherwise w-‘(a)= 
c yEJ m&w-‘(a)) y implies a = CYcJ m&w-‘(a)) w(y), where each w(y) is a 
sum of positive roots and m,(w-‘(a)) > 0 for all y E J. Because a is a simple 
root, we get a = w(y) for some y E J; but this contradicts a 6?G Zn w(J). So 
there exists y E A -.I such that m,(w-‘(a)) > 0. 
Because w-‘(j3) E c?+ for all /3 E I, we get that for the simple root 
y’ E A -.Z, m,,(w-l(r)) < 0. So the root r does not belong to #(T*, t+PJtii)-‘), 
a contradiction. Thus A - (Z n w(J)) is contained in A,. 
TO finish the proof, we have to show that Zn w(J) has an empty inter- 
section with A,. Assume the contrary and let a be in the intersection 
A, 17 Z r7 w(J). Put a = WV), where /I E J. Because -a belongs to #(T*, P,) 
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and -~3 belongs to ((T*, PJ), we get ---a E #(T*, Q). Because a Ed, and 
m,(-a) ( 0, we have a contradiction. The lemma is proved. 
11. Let Z be a subset of d, let w E X,,F, and O(w; Z, FZ) be the orbit of G 
in Y1 x F9, that corresponds to w (under the bijection of Lemma 7). Denote 
by X(w, I): the locally closed scheme {P E q I(P, F(P)) E O(w; Z, FZ)}. 
12. PROPOSITION. Let Z be a subset of A, let w E XI,,. Put 
J = Z 17 w(F(Z)) and L = w-‘(Z) n F(Z). Then we can partition X(w, I) into 
#( WL\ WA WA parts : X,, w, T one of each double coset in W,\ WFI/ W,,. 
Also, 4v&v, is isomorphic to X(w’, J), where w’ E XJ,FJ, WJw’W,, = 
W, w W,, and w’ = w . u, where u is the ddcr of the double coset W, u W,, . 
Proof. For any parabolic subgroup P, we write by y(P): the parabolic 
subgroup (Pn FP) . R,(P). By Lemma 10, y(P) belongs to S; for any 
P E X(w, I). For any G-orbit 0 inside of YJ x FYJ, define 
Xo = V’ E X(w, NV@‘), F(G’))) E 01. 
Assume w’ E X,,, corresponds to the G-orbit O(w’; J, FJ) in YJ x FYJ 
(under the bijection of lemma 7), then XO(w,;J,FJ) = { } unless WJw’ W,, = 
WJWWFI. We get this result as follows: There is some g E G such that 
P=gP,g-‘, FP=gtb‘p,,ti)-‘g-l; so we have F(g) = gtip, where p is an 
element of PFI. There is some g, E G such that y(P) = g, PJ g; ‘, F(v(P)) = 
glG’PJti’-‘g;‘; so we have F( g,) = g, . $’ s p’, where p’ is an element of 
PFJ. In the proof of Lemma 10, we proved that PJ = (PI n tiPFIG-‘) R,(P,). 
Using that result, we can write w(P) = gPr g-l; so we have g, = g . p”, 
where p” is an element of PJ. From all this discussion, we have g . ti . p . 
F(p”) = g . p” . ti’ . p’, which implies that P,GP,, = PJG’PF,. It follows 
that W,wW,, = WJw’ W,,. 
Assume w’ E X,,, such that W, w W,, = W, w/W,, corresponds to the G- 
orbit O(w’; J, FJ) in YJ X FYJ. A parabolic subgroup Q = gPJ g-’ belongs 
to X(w’, J) if and only if gP,g-’ and F(g) P,F(g-‘) are in relative 
position w’; in other words g-IF(g) belongs to P,ti’P,,. So X(w’, J) is 
isomorphic to { g E G( g- ‘F( g) E PJ G’PFJ}/PJ. 
Because W, w’ W,, = W, w W,, and by the same arguments as in the proof 
of Section I, Proposition 9, w’ can be written as a product w . u, where u is a 
ddcr of a double coset in W,\ WFCI,/ W,,,,. If the parabolic subgroup 
Q = gP, g-’ for some g E G belongs to X(w’, J), then the parabolic 
subgroup P = gPI g-’ belongs to X(w,Z) because we will have that 
g-IF(g) E PJG’PFJ = PJG. lipFJ c PItiPF,. A parabolic subgroup 
p E &(w;,,F.r) if and only if there exists g E G such that P = gP, g-‘, 
y(P) = gP, g-’ and y(P), F(y(P)) are in relative position w’, because this 
will imply that P belongs to X(w, I). We can choose these g E G for a given 
P up to modulo PJ. Xo(w,;J,FJj is isomorphic to { gE GI g-’ . F(g) E 
p.l ~‘PF.JlIP.l’ 
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So we have proved that the parts are isomorphic to one of the X(w’,J) 
where w’ E X,,, and such that we have W, w’ W,, = W, w W,,. To count the 
number of parts, we must count the number of G-orbits O(w’;J, FJ) in 
YJ x F(YJ) such that W, w’ W,, = W,w W,,. But these w’ can be written 
uniquely as w . u where u is a ddcr of a double coset in W,\ W,,,,/ W,, . The 
proposition is proved. 
13. THEOREM. Let I be a subset of A, 3$ can be partition into #(W,\ W) 
locally closed subschemes Xw,w, one for each right coset W, w in W,\ W. 
X is isomorphic 
Wy$W and the set I 
to X(w*,Z,*.,), where w* is the drcr of the right coset 
,,,‘,.F is the intersection ni,,, (we . F)’ (Z). X(w,, I ,,,*., :) is 
the locally closed subscheme of parabolic subgroups P E ?t,,.*,, such that P 
and F(P) are in the good relative position w* . 
Proof: We identify the subsets of A with the one of S using the bijection 
defined in Section II, part 1. Recall the definition of T, defined in Section I, 
Proposition 8. T, is the set of all sequences t = {w, E WI n > O} such that: if 
I,=Z and Zn=In-,nw,-, (F(In-,)) for n > 1 then w, E X,,,I;C,,, for all 
n > 0 and also 
WI,W”-I WF,,_, = WI”% WFJ”-, for all n > 1. 
<Y1 can first partition into he locally closed subschemes X(w, 1) one for each 
w E x,,w By repeated use of the previous proposition to each one of the 
X(w, I), we get that $ can be partition into #(T,) locally closed subschemes 
X,, one for each sequence t E T,; if we write the sequence r as {w, In > O}, 
I,=Zand Zn=In-lr)wn-l(F(ln-,)), then we have 
X, = (P E 9tlP E X(w,, I,), f(P) E X(w,, Z,) for n > 1 
where v(P) = (P n FP) R,(P) and w” = w . . a w (n times)]. 
For a sequence t, define the sequence Y = {I, In > 0). As a corollary of 
the Proposition 12, we have that X, is isomorphic to X(lim(r), lim(Y)). By 
Section I, Propositions 9 and 10, the theorem follows. 
III. BRALJER LIFTING 
1. Let p, 1 be two distinct prime numbers, K be an algebraic closure of F,, 
the finite field with p elements. Denote by 2(G): the Grothendieck group of 
finite dimensional representations of G over K. Let a, be an algebraic 
closure of the I-adic field Q,. Denote by A(GF): the &vector space of b,- 
valued class functions of GF. Iff, , f2 E A(GF), we define (f,, fZ)GF = (l/l GFI) 
Lcvf1(g) *f*(g-‘). 
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2. Let V be a vector space of finite dimension over K, r be a finite group, 
p: r-+ GL(V) be a representation of r on V and 8: K* + @, an injective 
homomorphism. If we denote by ui( g) for 1 < i < n = dim(V): the eigen- 
values of p( g), we can define the function br@, 8) on Z7 
(W% 4)(g) = C e(ui(g)> 
i=l 
for all g E r. 
We denote also br@, 0) by br(V, 0). The map br(V, 0) is called the Brauer 
lifting of V and 0. 
3. PROPOSITION (Green). With the previous notations, br(V, 8) is a 
virtual character of r, i.e., a linear combination with integer coeflcients of 
irreducible characters of r. 
Proof [3, Theorem 11. 
4. For the rest of this section, we choose once and for all: 8: K* + a, an 
injective homomorphism. We denote by br(V): the Brauer lifting br(V, 0). If 
I’, , V, are two equivalent representations of G, then br(V,) = br(V,). So 
there is a well-defined map br: 9(G) --+ A(GF) such that, on an equivalence 
class [V] of irreducible finite dimensional representations of G, 
br( [ V]) = br(V) f or any representative V in the equivalence class and br is 
the linear extension of that latter map on the generators of 9(G). 
5. Denote by X(7’) = Hom(T, K*), the character group of any maximal 
torus T and by Y(r) = Hom(K*, 7’) its dual. There is a pairing (,): 
X(T) X Y(T)+ Z, where (a, h) = a . h belongs to Hom(K*, K*) E Z. We 
can define a right (resp. a left action) of W(T) = N,(T)/T on X(T) by the 
formula: x . w: T+ K* (resp. w . x: T+ K*) is the character of T that sends 
any t E T into the scalar x(titti)-‘) (resp. x(6-‘tti)) for any x E X(T) and 
w E W(T). Here ti is a representative of w in N,(T). 
Given a pair T c B of maximal torus and Bore1 subgroup containing it, we 
can define a partial order < in X(7’) as follows, 
a1 <a2 if and only if cf2--al= lx maa 
n~d(T,lI) 
where the m,‘s are non-negative integers for all a E d(T, B). Here d(T, B) is 
the set of simple roots in Q(T, G) determined naturally by the Bore1 subgroup 
B. In particular, we denote X(T*) by X, Y(T*) by Y, W(T*) by W. If a is a 
root, i.e., a E @, there is a corresponding coroot a’ in Y characterized by: 
there is a homomorphism u: Z,(K) + G which maps the subgroup (A T) 
onto the root subgroup U,, a’ is the composition of the map x + (t X!1) 
with u. We define X, = {a E X] (a, p”) 2 0 for all /I E @+ ). A character 
that belongs to X, is said to be dominant. 
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6. It is known that for any x E X,, there exists an irreducible G-module 
A4, over K with highest weight 1. The G-modules M, for x E X, are pairwise 
non-isomorphic and exhaust the isomorphism classes of irreducible G- 
modules. The multiplicity of the weight x in M, is 1. 
7. Let .%?(T*) be the Grothendieck group of finite dimensional represen- 
tations of T* over K. Any irreducible finite dimensional representation p of 
T* over K is one dimensional, i.e., p E X. All such p: T* + K* are pairwise 
non-isomorphic and exhaust the isomorphism classes of irreducible T*- 
modules. In other words 9(T*) =X. W acts on the right of %(T*) =X as 
above. Each orbit of W in .%‘(T*) contains a unique x0 EX,. Given 
x e X, . We denote by [Ok)]: the element in S(T*) that is the formal sum 
c LIEX. ,+, ,u: also we denote by [M,]: the element in 2(G) that contains the 
irreducible representation M,. Let res: R(G) + R(T*) be the natural 
restriction map. Then, for all x, ,U E X, , there exist unique integers m,, E Z 
such that res([M,]) = C,,UEX, m,,,[O@)], where mx,x= 1 and mx,u = 0 if 
,U > x. This is because the [O(B)] ‘s f orm a basis of the W-invariant elements 
in R(T*). 
The infinite matrix M = (m,,,),,..+ is lower triangular with entries in L 
and the diagonal entries are equal to one. So there exists a unique lower 
triangle matrix N = (nx,V)x,uex+ with entries in Z and the diagonal entries 
equal to one such that Ma N = I, is the diagonal matrix with one on the 
diagonal. Finally we can write [Ok)] = C,,,, n,,,[Mfl] E R(G) for all 
XEX+* 
We will describe later the decomposition of br([Ok)]). 
8. G is said to be of Chevalley type if and only if F(t) = t4 for all t E T* 
(q is a power of p). In such a case, F is the identity on W. We will assume 
for the rest of this chapter that G is of Chevalley type and that q is as above. 
9. Let Z be a subset of d. Put 
Y, = ((~5, P)]P E syr and L is an F-stable Levi subgroup of P}. 
G”={gEG(F(g)=g} acts on Y, by the formula: g-(L,P)= 
(g . L . g-‘,gPg-I). We denote the set of orbits of GF on Y, by G”] Y,. We 
define a map h, : Y, + Xj,, by (P, F(P)) E O(h,(L, P); Z, Z). It is easy to see 
that if there exists g E G” such that (L,, P,) = g . (L, P), then h,(L, P) = 
h,(L, , Pr), So there is a well-defined map h,: GF 1 Y, + Xi,, (there should be 
no confusion with that notation). 
10. LEMMA. With the above notation, h,: GF 1 Y, + Xi,, is a bijection. 
Proof: For any element g E N(T*), we denote by g: its image in W. We 
can define a map <: N(L,)/L, --f N,( W,)/ W, as follows: For any g E N(L,), 
then gT*g-’ is a maximal torus in L,, so there exists 1 E L, such that 
Zg E N(T*), set <( gL,) = (Zg) W,. It easy to verify that c is a well-defined 
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bijection. There is also another bijection <‘: N,( W,)/W, -+ Xi,, defined as 
follows: <‘(wW1) = w*, where w* is the distinguished double coset 
representative of the double coset w Wt. Here w E N,( W,). The map 
w: {gEGlg-‘F(g)EN(L,)}/L, + Y, sending any coset gL, into (gL, g- ‘, 
gPt g-‘) is an isomorphism. The Lang isogeny 9: G -+ G sending any g E G 
to g-’ . F(g) induces an isomorphism p: GF 1 G -+ G, where GF acts by left 
multiplication on G and GF 1 G is the set of orbits of GF on G. Finally we get 
that the composition 
where the second map sends any gL, into g-‘F(g) L,, is an isomorphism. 
This composition is h,. 
11. COROLLARY (G is of Chevalley type). Let I be a subset of A. Using 
the notation of Section II, Theorem, 13, we can associate to the part X,, in 
our decomposition of 9t: a triplet (L, Q, P), where, tf we denote by w*: the 
drcr of the right coset W, w, then P E X,,,, Q = w”(P) c P for some large 
N E N, Q is a parabolic subgroup in X(w, , Iw,.F) and L is a F-stable Levi 
subgroup of Q. All such triplets (L, Q, P) are GF-conjugate. Here v(P) = 
(PnFP)RJP) and w” = w. . . . . w (n times) as defined in Section II, 
Theorem 13. 
Proof: Pick P E XwIw. We have that v”(P) is stable and belongs to 
X(w,, Zw,.F) for n large. Put Q = t/‘(P) for n large. Q and FQ have a Levi 
subgroup L in common; both FL and L are Levi subgroups of FQ. So we 
can find an element g E FQ such that L = gF(L) g-l. There exists g, E G 
such that g;‘F( g,) = g. Consider now the parabolic subgroup Q’ = g, Qg; ’ 
and L’=g,Lg;‘. FQ’ is equal to F(g,)FtQ)F(g;‘) =g,FQg;‘; 
so Q’ E x(&c, Iw,.F ). FL’ = F(g,) F(L)F(g;‘) = g, gF(L)g-‘g;’ = 
g, Lg; r = L’. Put P’ = g, Pg;’ . It is easy to conclude that (L’, Q’, P’) prove 
the existence of triplets as desired. By Lemma 10, if we have two desired 
triplets (Li, Qi, Pi) for i = 1, 2, then there exists an element g E GF such that 
L, = gL, g-‘, Q, =gQl g-‘. From this we get that the triplets are GF- 
conjugate. 
12. PROPOS~ION (G is of Chevalley type). Let I be a subset of A. Using 
the notation of Corollary 11, the Euler characteristic of the part X,, in our 
decomposition of 9t is equal to 
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where L is the Levi subgroup that appears in any of the triplet (L, Q, P) 
associated to X,!,,, as in Corollary 11. 
St,(resp. St,) is the Steinberg character of LF (resp. of GF), 
o(L) (resp. a(G)) is the F,-rank of L (resp. of G), 
e is the identity. 
ProoJ: We already know that XwIw is isomorphic to X(w* , Z,t.F). 
Choose a triplet (L, Q, P) as in Corollary 11. Then, in the same way as in 
[2, Definition 1.171 but this time generalized to (L, Q). we can show that 
X(w,, Iw,.F) is isomorphic to 
{g E G/ g-l . F(g) E W,(Q>>l/L' - MQ)nWu(Q))). 
So the Euler characteristic desired is equal to tr(e, RLca(l)), where 1 is the 
identity representation of L” and R,,,( 1) is defined in [ 7, Definition 11. 
By [7, Proposition 91, we have 
trWLco(l)) =j-& 1 ITFItr(e,RF,(l)), 
TcL 
where the summation is over all F-stable maximal tori in L. 
By [ 2, Theorem 7.11 
IF tr(e, RLca(l)) = ,LF, st,(e) . (-l)“(G)-O(L) . TxL (-l)“(L)-o(T). 
c 
From [2, Corollary 7.14.11, by computing the dimension on both sides, we 
get CTcL 
(-l)“(L)-o(T) = St,(e). 
13. For the rest of this section, we are given x E X, and we can assume 
that the stabilizer Wb) = {w E W]x . w =x} is WI: the Coxeter subgroup of 
W generated by the set {se /a E I}, I c A. 
14. Let x and Z be as above. For each part X,, in our decomposition of 
Y1, we will now define a representation r(Xw,,,,), a sign s(X,,) and a 
condition (*). For the part X,,, choose a triplet (L, Q, P) as in 
Corollary 11. It is easy to find a pair T c B, where B is a Bore1 subgroup 
contained in Q, B n L is a F-stable Bore1 subgroup of L that contains the F- 
stable maximal torus T. Let h,(T, B) E W be the relative position of B and 
FB; in fact hm(T, B) belongs to N,( WI,,.F). Here w* is the drcr of W,w and 
I .F has already been defined. There exists x E G such that B = x e B* * x-’ 
r”L x . T*x- ‘; so we naturally get an isomorphism W+ W(T). Denote by 
w: the image of h$(T, B) under that isomorphism. Choose $, a representative 
of w in N,(T). Because h,(T, B) E N,( WI,*.F), then ti E N,(L). 
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P stabilizes a unique line in M,. Choose a non-zero vector u in that line. 
Define y’: L +K* by the form_ula g . (ti)-’ . u = y’(g) . (ti)-’ . v for any 
g E L. Finally define yL: L +&n: by y,(g) = 0(7’(g)) for all g E L. This 
character does not depend of our choice of the pair (T, B) and of the vector 
o. Now we can define the virtual GF-representation r(Xw,,) as 
C-1) o(G)-o(L) R,,,(y&); the sign s(Xw,,) as (-l)“‘G’-o(L); and the part 
X -w,w satisfies condition (*) if and only if yL ILF is trivial on the image of 
LF + LF. (Here z-t L is the connected covering of the derived group of L.) 
All of these definitions make sense because they do not depend on the 
choice of the triplet (L, Q, P). Here we use the fact that all of these triplets 
(L, Q, P) associated to the part X,,, as in Corollary 11 are GF-conjugate. 
15. For any a E X, we can define the length of a: In(a) = max{](a,P’)I 
such that /3E @}. 
16. For x as before and T, a maximal torus in G, we can define Or,,: an 
orbit of W(7) in X(T) as follows: Choose B, a Bore1 subgroup such that T is 
contained in B; with the partial order ( on X(T) determined by the pair 
Tc B as defined in 5, then O,,, is the W(T)-orbit in X(T) of the highest 
weight of T in Mx. It is not difficult to see that O,,, is well defined. 
17. LEMMA. With the above notations, assume in(x) < (q - 1)/2; then, 
for two distinct elements aI, a, E OT,z, we have 6’ . a,I,,# 0 . azlrF as ai,- 
characters of TF. 
Proof. We can assume that there exist x E G such that x-l . F(x) = 
I+, T=xT*x-’ and the B chosen in the definition of O,,, is equal to 
xB*x-‘. Here w E W and ti, is a representative of w. There exist u,, u2 E W 
such that a,(xtx-‘) =x. u,(t) and a,(xtx-‘) =x . u*(t) for all t E T*. It is 
not difficult to see that 19. a, IrF= 8. a21TF if and only if x . U, = 
x . u2 mod((qw - 1) X). Here W acts naturally on the left of X. If x . u1 - 
X.u,+a=qw.a for some aEX, then we get lnk.u,-X.u,ta)= 
q . ln(w . a) = q . In(a) and ink. u1 --x. u2 -t- a) < (q - 1) t In(a). So 
In(a) = 0, a = 0. In other words a,, a2 cannot be distinct. 
18. PROPOSITION (G is of Chevalley type and x E X, , I chosen as in 13). 
Assume ink) < (q - 1)/2, then 
(W[W1)7 br([@dl))cF = #(w)/#(w~). 
Proof: By Remark 7.13 in (21, we have 
481/93/2-t? 
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where Cc=, means the sum over all GF-conjugacy classes of F-stable 
maximal tori T. By the definition of the Brauer lifting and of [O(x)], we can 
write that br([Ok)])(t) = C,, e&(t)), where C,, is the sum over all the 
characters ,u in _O,,,. By our assumption on W, the 0 . ,@ E OT,x) are 
pairwise distinct &characters of TF. So 
Finally we get 
The result follows because 
19. PROPOSITION (G is of Chevalley type and x E X, , I chosen as 13). If 
the part X,,, in our decomposition of YI satisfies the condition (*) and if 
In&) < (q - 1)/2. Then r(Xw,,,) is an irreducible actual GF-representation. 
ProojY Choose a triplet (L, Q, P) associated to the part X,, as in 
Corollary 11 and a character yL lLF as in 14. By [7, Proposition 91 and that 
condition (*) is verified, we can write RLca(rLIL~) = (WFI) CrcL 
I TFI G<YL Id, where CTCL is the summation over all F-stable maximal tori 
T in L and RF(y,ILF) is defined in [2]. Let {Tili = 1,2,..., n} denote a set of 
representatives of LF-conjugacy classes of F-stable maximal tori in L. Then 
it is easy to get: 
Theorem 6.81, we have 
R,c&l~~) = CL1 WI WT~)“W$(Y~I$~ BY [2, 
for all i, j = 1, 2 ,..., n. 
By our assumption on ln&), we get ad(z)(r, 1~) = yr. 1~ on Ty if and only 
if ad(z)&. lri) = YL ITi on Ti* 
If W* is the drcr of the right coset W,w then for any i, there exists 
Wi E W, .F such that Ti is “the torus T* twisted by wi . w* ,” Finally we 
can writ: 
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There are two cases: (l)i=j, wi = wj or (2) i #j and there exist no 
w E WI,*.F such that wi = w. wJ. w* . w-‘w;‘. 
(1) If i = j, wi = w,, then we prove that 
{ZE WI w, w* zw;’ wi -’ = z and w,zw;’ E W,} = Wfw*.F, 
where F= ad(w, . w*) . F. Here F is the identity because G is of Chevalley 
type. Let z E W be such that w,w~zw~~w;~ = z and w*zw;’ E WI. It is 
clear that F(z) = z. z E WI because wi, w*zw;’ both belong to WI. If 
w~-‘zw*m+l E WI, then w$zw;” E W,, because we have (w*)” z(w*)-” = 
(W*y-l W;lZWi(W*)l-m is equal to (w;))’ (w*)m-l z(w*)lPm (wf) E W,, 
where w; = w$-‘wXW*)‘-~ belongs to WI. So finally z E WI,+,F. The other 
inclusion is obvious. Thus we have the equality desired. 
(2) If i # j and there exists no w E W, such that 
wi = w * wjw* w-‘w,‘. Assume there exists an element 2; W such that 
WiW,ZW,’ w,-’ = z and w,zw;’ E WI then in a similar way as above, we 
can prove that z E WI,,,,. This is a contradiction. 
From this discussion, we have 
where 
(R~I(YLl~)‘R~,((YLl~))=gi,jI WL(Ti)Fl~ 
6,J = 1 ifi=j 
=o ifi+j. 
This is true because 1 W,(Tf I= I Wf, +I. From all this we get * 
GqYL I<):), G (YL l7y))Gf 
(RLca(Y~lIr~),Rr,=a(~~l~F))CF= ,fl p,f7(qylI. lW,(T)Fl j 
” 
= 
XC i=l IW,tr,)F\ =” 1 
So to get the result, we must prove that tr(e, (-l)“(G)--o(L) R,,,(y, ILF)) is 
positive. 
Wd-1) u(G)-o(L) &c&L IL)) 
=&FL TI(-1) o(G)-o(L) tr(e, R:(l)) 
= st,i;;iFl * gL (-l)o(+u(T) > 0. 
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This is because tr(e, RF(yL irf)) = tr(e, R:(l)) = (-l)o(G)p”(T) (I G’ \/IT” ) . 
St,(e)) and Crcr (-l)“(L)--o(T) = St,(e). 
20. COROLLARY. With the same notation and conditions as in the 
previous poposition, s(X,,,J . dim(r(X,,,)) is equal to the Euler charac- 
teristic of the part Xwlw. 
Proof. It follows easily from the proof of the previous proposition. 
21. PROPOSITION (G is Chevalley type and x E X,, I chosen as in 
13). Let Xw,w,T Xwlwl be two distinct parts in our decomposition of YI. If 
both parts satisfy the condition (*) and if ink) < (q - 1)/2, then 
(VW,,,>, rGL,W2))GF = 0. 
Proof. Choose triplets (L, , Q, , PI), (Lz, Q2, PJ associated, respectively, 
to the parts Xw,,l, Xwlwz as in Corollary 11 and characters yL I IL:, yLz IL; as in 
14. It is enough to prove that for any F-stable maximal 
for any F-stable maximal torus T, in L,, we have 
torus T, in L, and 
because R LiCai(~LiIL4 = (l/IL?0 CTcL. lTFl . R%ITFh where the 
summation is over allIF-stable maximal tori in Li and i = 1,2 
By our assumption on q, ad(z)(y&) and yL,Ic are equal on TT if and only 
if aW)(~,,l,,) =Y&, on T,. 
If wi (respectively w2) is the drcr of the right coset W, wi (respectively 
WI w,), then there exists v, E W,,,,, (respectively v2 E W,,2,F) such that T, 
(resp. T,) is the torus T* “twisted by vi . wr” (resp. vz . w,). 
Finally we can write 
Let TI be as in Section I, part 8, then, by Section I, Proposition 9, there exist 
unique sequences: 7,) t2 in TI such that w1 = lim(7,), w2 = lim(7,). Denote 
7,= {?qj>O} IA= Z and 1; = Zj’-, n u;- ,(I;-,) for j> 1. Also denote 
~~={~;lj~O},I~=IandI~=I,!‘,nu~-‘_,(~~-,)forallj~l. 
In the proof of Section I, Proposition 9, we have seen that U; is the unique 
ddcr of a double coset in WI;\W/WI; such that WI;(uj) WI;= W,:(w,) Wr; for 
all j > 0. Similarly, u; is the unique ddcr of a double coset in WI;\ W/ W,; 
such that W,;(u;) W,; = W,;(w,) W,; for j > 0. I I I 
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Assume there exists an element z E W such that we have 
ui . w,zw;‘v;’ = z and w,zw;’ E W,. We will prove by induction on j that 
I; = I; = Ij, z E WI,, W,(w,) Wlj = W,j(w,) Wrj and u; = uf = uj. For j = 0, 
16 = Z; = I,, z E W, because vi, u2 and w,zw;’ all belongs to W,. This 
implies that we have W,(w,) W, = W,(w,) W, and ~6 = u{ = u,. Assume the 
result is true for all integer smaller than j, then Zj’ = 1j’-, n ui- l(1j- i) = I,!‘. 
Put lj = I,! = 17. We have wi = uj- ix;- 1, w2 = uj- rxjll,, where xi’-, , xy-i 
are drcr of right cosets m W~,,-,nu,Z;~I,-l~~ \ WIjm,. After substitution of w, and 
w2, we get w,zw;‘= u;‘zu, = u~-,x~‘_,z(x~-~)-’ (uj-r)-’ belongs to the 
intersection (WIjm, n (uj- I W,-,u,?~)) because z, u i, u2 all belong to Wlj_, . 
So z E Wli and this implies that W,(w,) Wlj = Wli w2 WI, and U; = uj” = Uj. 
By the induction argument above, we see that the two sequences r, and r2 
are the same and that wi = lim(t,) = lim(r,) = w2. This is a contradiction 
because W, w, , W, w2 are distinct right cosets. So the result follows. 
22. THEOREM (G is of Chevalley type and x E X, , I chosen as in 13). If 
all the parts Xw,w, W,w E W,\ W of our decomposition of 9, satisfy the 
condition (*) and if in(x) < (q - 1)/2. Then 
WI 001) I> = x ~(Xw,w> ~GG,d~ w,wcw,\w 
where Ww,,>l Kw E WI\ W is the set of irreducible components of 
br([Ok)]) and they are pairwise distinct. 
Here the representations and their characters are identified. 
Proof. For the part X,,, of our decomposition of 9,, choose a triplet 
(L, Q, P) associated to XwIw as in Corollary 11 and a character yLJL’. as in 
14. 
It is enough to prove that 
We can write R,,,(y, ILF) = ,J& (l/l WL(T)F])R& lr~), where Co-) is the 
sum over all LF-conjugacy classes of F-stable maximal tori T in L. 
(br([OO1)l),R,,,(y,lLF))GF= g l wLiqF, (br([oCr)l>,R~(r,IT~))G’. 
By [ 2, Proposition 7.111 
(br([OWl), R%, L=)b = WPWI)~ Y= ~-F&F 
because br([Ok)])(t) = C, &u(t)), where C,, is the sum over all characters 
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of TF in O,,,, the map t + yL(t) is also of 19. y’, where y’ is in Or,, and by 
our assumption on q. So we get 
The result follows. 
23. For each part X,,, in our decomposition of 9{, we define another 
representation r’(XW,,,,) as follows: choose (~5, Q, P) a triplet as in 
Corollary 11 and a character yLILF as in 14, then define r’(Xw,N,) 
= IndLFt&L(LF @ St,). Here St, is the Steinberg character of LF. It is not 
difficult to see that this does not depend on our choice of (L, Q, P) and yL ILI.. 
24. Let x E X, , Z be chosen as in 13. Define sx to be @valued class 
function on semisimple classes of GF gotten by applying the W-orbit sum of 
0 - x to a conjugate of a given semisimple lement lying in T*. This is well 
defined. 
25. COROLLARY (G is of Chevalley type and x E X,, Z chosen as in 
13). Zf all the parts Xwlw, W, w E W,\ W of our decomposition 9, satisfy 
the condition (*) and if ink) < (q - 1)/2. Then 
Sx’ St, = x r ’ (Xw, d- W,WE w,\w 
Proof: This follows from Theorem 22 by using proposition 12 in [7], and 
the fact that br([O@)]) . St, = sxV St,. 
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